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6054 262 N/A N/A 33 3/8 9 3/4 N/A N/A N/A N/A 20

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

H/U TE

DOB (Age)

9-29-92 (24)

Scout Name (Last, First) 

Jacobs, Drew

TEAM

New York Jets14–2nd–TB
YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

University of Washington  (WAUN)

Prospect (Last, First)

Seferian-Jenkins, Austin

2016: at ARZ 9/18, at PIT 10/9, at MIA 11/16, at SF 12/11, vs MIA 12/17

6

Winning %

24%

Positions Started

INJURIES

2014- Tied for 2nd on TB with 2 TD's and 4th on TB with 24.6 Y/G.  2015-Tied for 1st on TB with 4 

TD's and 3rd on TB with 48.3 Y/G.  2016- 1 TD, 154 REC YD's, and 11.8 Y/R.

Has started in 14 of 25 games, including 2 of 9 games played in 2016, missing weeks 6-8 with an ankle injury and week

17 with a hamstring. Released in week 3 by TB after 2nd DUI in 3 years, signed by Jets and active by week 5, with 2016

his first year in OC Chan Gailey’s Spread, primarily Zone Blocking scheme, with Bryce Petty replacing Ryan Fitzpatrick at

QB in week 14. H/U TE who will align on the LOS, in a wing, and split out, primarily utilized in passing situations and in

Red Zone. Suspended weeks 1-2 of 2017 for violating substance abuse policy (DUI). Very good height and weight, with a

firm, athletic build and very good arm length supporting solid overall AA with good COD and solid quickness. On Combo

blocks, shows solid mental processing to climb to the 2nd level at proper time, with solid quickness to get to the LB, and

solid feet and balance to adjust and maintain solid angle. In the pass game, displays solid release quickness from both a 2

and 3 point stance, with solid hands and play strength to defeat Press. Demonstrates solid overall play strength with

solid strength in route, and good strength at the top of the route and through the catch point, particularly on routes

breaking back to the ball and in breaking routes where he uses large frame and good body positioning to box out both

LB’s and Safeties. Exhibits good COD when breaking back towards QB and solid COD and acceleration cutting at a 45 and

90 degree angle, resulting in solid overall separation quickness. Shows solid speed to challenge most LB’s on Crossing

routes and Seams. Demonstrates good overall hands, with good ability and reliability completing the catch within the

strike zone, both stationary and on the move. Demonstrates good ability to adjust to and catch balls thrown behind him,

above his head, and at his feet, with good ability to get feet down along sideline and catch contested throws with contact.

Demonstrates good ability to create yards after the catch, utilizing good play strength and solid effort to break tackles

and fall forward, especially vs safeties, along with solid foot quickness and acceleration in the open field. Shows solid

ability in Pass Pro, due to good set quickness from both a 2 and 3 point stance, solid hand timing, pad level, effort, and

strength to anchor, and good feet to stay between defender and QB vs solid competition. Exhibits marginal overall ability

as a Zone blocker, due to adequate lateral agility (as he does not bring second foot) preventing him from getting hat

across on both Reach and Cutoff blocks, marginal hand timing, placement, and strength, adequate pad level, and

marginal physical toughness at POA resulting in adequate play strength and him being pushed back or shed by defender.

At 2nd level and in space, adequate pad level and hand timing, with marginal hand placement and aggressiveness, allow

solid defenders to shock and shed his block attempts, as he often attempts to catch defender rather than drive him.

Demonstrates marginal ability on Gap blocks, due to an adequate pad level as his first move is up, marginal UOH and

overall competitive toughness, and minimal leg drive or hip explosion, failing to unlock power due to this marginal

technique and toughness as he is pushed back at the POA. Lacks effort when on the backside of run plays and does not

block to the whistle. In Pass game, shows adequate overall mental processing as he does not utilize route stems or head

fakes to manipulate defenders hips, along with adequate ability to read Zone coverage and find voids on Seam routes or

on underneath Option routes. Shows adequate ability on Corner routes, as he rounds them off, and adequate ability to

separate with speed vs most safeties on Crossing and Seam routes. Overall, he is a solid role player at H/U TE best

aligned in the Slot or Outside, in a Spread system. Can win with him in the short and intermediate areas both inside and

out, utilizing his size, strength, and AA to separate vs both LB’s and Safeties, along with good hands and YAC ability.

Lacks the UOH, toughness, and pad level to contribute as a run blocker.  

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

25

Games Started

14

Games Won

Lateral Agility, Play Speed, Competitive Toughness, Mental Processing, Zone Block, Gap Block

PROJECTION A solid role player at H/U TE best aligned in the Slot or Outside, in a Spread system. Can win with 

him as primary receiving TE in the short and intermediate areas both inside and out, utilizing his 

size, strength, and AA to separate vs both LB’s and Safeties, along with good hands and YAC ability. 

Lacks the toughness, UOH, and pad level to contribute as a run blocker.

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST COD, Play Strength at Top of Route, Hands, YAC

WORST

TE

Pass heavy Spread system utilizing him in short and intermediate areas.

2014- Surgery for Stress Fracture in Left Foot (Pre-Draft), Right Ankle (Missed Weeks 2-3), Back 

(Missed Weeks 13-17, IR in Week 16), 2015- Strained Shoulder (Missed Weeks 3-12), 2016- Ankle 

(Missed Weeks 6-8), Hamstring (Missed Week 17)

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


